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Green Skies
F-35 sustainability initiatives lower lifecycle costs along with
environmental impact
What does the F-35 Lightning have in common with a hip replacement?
The answer is ACUBE® 100. The
super-durable stainless steel alloy used in
some hip prosthesis components is one of the
materials replacing copper-beryllium in more
than 350 bushings used on the F-35.
By eliminating copper-beryllium, the
F-35 team at Lockheed Martin Aeronautics is
preventing production line delays for cleaning
up the hazardous alloy, as well as avoiding
costly maintenance and disposal issues down
the road.
The bushing material replacement is just
one of many examples of how the F-35 — the
world’s largest defense procurement program
— also has become the world’s “greenest”
military aircraft.
Dozens of material-substitution projects
aimed at pollution prevention and lifecycle
cost avoidance are introducing a range of new
technologies, from chromium-free paints and
sealers to cadmium-free electrical connectors.

News Moves
New corporate online news
website coming soon

The LM News internal website debuts Jan. 31.

But that’s just scratching the surface of
the precedent-setting approach being taken to
incorporate sustainable materials and practices
across the F-35 aircraft system.
“What we’re doing is more than a collection of material substitutions,” explains
Scott Fetter, F-35 lead for Environment,
Safety and Health (ESH). “It’s an integrated
approach that extends from suppliers to the
production line to maintenance and disposal.”
Traditionally, ESH activities have
focused on appropriate hazardous materials
handling and employee safety in the production
facility. But by including lifecycle sustainability requirements in the F-35 acquisition contract, the U.S. Department of Defense set the
stage for a more far-reaching effort to eliminate
materials that have adverse impacts — both to
the environment and to budgets — before, during and after aircraft construction.
“This is the first time, to my knowledge, that ESH has been involved from the
See Green p. 2

Scott Fetter, F-35 lead for Environment, Safety and Health at Aeronautics,
inspects the aircraft on the production line in Fort Worth, Texas. Dozens of
material-substitution projects are introducing a range of new technologies,
from chromium-free paints and sealers to cadmium-free electrical connectors.

Beginning with this edition, the Lockheed
Martin Today newsletter is now a
bimonthly publication. Each of the six
editions will be distributed every other
month; this new schedule supports the
Corporation’s affordability efforts to
provide quality products in a climate of
increasingly constrained resources.
Be on the lookout for the new enterprise-wide LM News website, which will
soon be online delivering the latest news
from around the Corporation. Up-to-theminute stories, photos, videos and interactive features will provide timely news on
program performance, employee achievement and innovations that differentiate
Lockheed Martin in the marketplace.
LM News is designed to make it
easier than ever to stay informed and provide a comprehensive and clear picture of
the Corporation.
LM News will be available to
all employees and replaces the current
PAGEone internal news site. ■

Financial Future
Six Lockheed Martin resources can help
you take control of your financial future
If you find it hard to focus on your financial future in
the hectic pace of daily life, you’re not alone. American
employees’ concern about long-term financial wellbeing jumped to its highest level since third-quarter
2005, according to new research from the Principal
Financial Well-Being Index.
Seventy-five percent of workers in the U.S. said they
are very concerned about their long-term financial future.
The start of the new year is a good time to take
a look at finances. Whether you want to reassess your
retirement savings goals or explore ways to save,
Lockheed Martin offers employees financial management, planning programs and tools to assist.
“We’re proud to offer our employees a wide
array of resources to help them take control of their
financial future,” says Dave Filomeo, vice president of
Total Rewards and Performance Management. “People
realize the importance of saving, but sometimes lack
the time and information to do so. We continue to
See Finances p. 6

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

The following have recently received recognition for leadership and technical excellence.

Industry Group Honors Lockheed Martin
Engineer For Lifetime Contributions
To Modeling And Simulation

Retired Rear Admiral John D. Butler and Lockheed Martin Space Systems executive, at left, receives
the honor of Commander of the British Empire from British Ambassador Sir Nigel Sheinwald during an
investiture ceremony held at the British Embassy in Washington, D.C.

The National Training & Simulation Association (NTSA) awarded
its Lifetime Achievement and 2010 Governor’s Award to Lockheed
Martin’s Richard Schaffer, an engineer with Global Training and
Logistics, whose work in distributed simulation and virtual environments is credited with helping to save warfighter’s lives.
In addition to his simulation standards work, Schaffer led several
teams that delivered technical solutions on defense programs including
developing foundational constructive components of the Joint SemiAutomated Forces system, serving as the primary systems engineer for
the U.S. Marine Corps Amphibious Assault Vehicle Turret Trainer; and
forming the basis of the Combined Arms Network of the Deployable
Virtual Training Environment.
The work also included leading the development of the Helicopter
Control Officer Vertical Flight Deck Trainer and the Infantry Immersion
Trainer, which has trained more than 22,000 U.S. Marines, soldiers and
allies since opening for training in November 2007. ■

FBM Program Requirements Vice President Named
Honorary Commander Of The British Empire
For his contributions, retired Rear Admiral
John D. Butler received numerous awards during his U.S. Navy career. Now Butler, who is
vice president for Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM)
program requirements for Lockheed Martin
Space Systems Company, has been cited by a
key U.S. ally.
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II has conferred the honor of Commander of the British
Empire (CBE) upon Butler, in recognition of his
contributions to the Royal Navy’s Submarine
Flotilla. CBE is an award in the Most Excellent
Order of the British Empire, an order of chivalry
that honors civilians and service personnel for
public service and other distinctions.

Green
Continued from p. 1
inception of an aircraft program right
through support in the field and the ultimate disposition of the aircraft when it’s
taken out of service,” Fetter says. “That
lifecycle perspective has been the key to
the success we’ve had so far.”
Being responsible for the overall
sustainability characteristics of the aircraft has obligated the program team to
look not only at components built and
assembled by Lockheed Martin, but also
at those produced by subcontractors.
Vendors are required to avoid
restricted materials unless they receive
permission from the Lockheed Martin
program team to use them. That has
forced subcontractors to take a closer look
at alternatives during the development
process and has resulted in elimination of
many hazardous materials that continued
in use simply because there wasn’t an
adequate incentive to replace them.
Similar efforts have taken place
across the entire F-35 production team.
Program partners Northrop Grumman
and BAE Systems have implemented
their own material substitution initiatives, both internally and with their
suppliers, and the DoD’s F-35 Program
Office and other government agencies
have participated through funding and
implementation assistance.
At the other end of the sustainability cycle, maintenance chemicals,
such as cleaners and solvents, also must
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As Program Executive Officer,
Submarines, Butler supported design and construction of the United Kingdom’s Astute-class
submarines, and earlier, as program manager
for Strategic and Attack Submarines, supported design and construction of the United
Kingdom’s Vanguard-class submarines. His
other Navy flag officer assignments included
Commander, Naval Undersea Warfare Center
and NAVSEA’s Deputy Commander, Undersea
Technology.
His U.S. military awards include the Navy
Distinguished Service Medal, three Legion of
Merit awards, and three Meritorious Service
Medal awards.

be approved by the F-35 ESH office.
As a result, the program has been able
to keep its list of approved maintenance
chemicals to fewer than 150, compared
to about 1,000 for the F-16. The smaller
order list, in turn, reduces procurement
logistics and storage costs.
While some of the replacement
materials and processes might cost more
initially, they save money over the life
of the product, Fetter points out.

Richard Schaffer, left, receives his award from retired Rear Admiral Fred
Lewis, president of the National Training & Simulation Association.

eliminating a hazardous material from
the manufacturing process, the new,
non-chrome primer being used on the
F-35 has outperformed the old coating
in many tests.
Moreover, the old primer may
have to be maintained by employees
wearing additional protective equipment,
which would bring the production line
to a stop. “With the non-chrome primer,
we can support a moving production

“Our customers aren’t just buying an aircraft,
they’re buying an aircraft system.”
— Scott Fetter, F-35 lead for Environment, Safety and Health

For example, the team has
replaced hard chrome plating on landing gear and actuators with a coating
process called high-velocity oxygen
fuel, which sprays heated powder onto
the surface of the parts through a highpressure nozzle.
The new coating is much more
durable than chrome, which means it
could last for the life of the aircraft.
That eliminates the environmental and
health hazards associated with maintaining the coating in the field and stripping
and reapplying the chrome product at
government depots.
One of the biggest F-35 sustainability projects has been the replacement of chromated structural primer
for inhibiting corrosion. In addition to

line where frequent coating touch-ups
are necessary,” Fetter says. “That’s critical for the program to be able to meet its
delivery schedules.”
When the aircraft are ready to
be retired, the non-chrome primer will
eliminate the need for special handling
and the additional cost associated with
disposing of items containing hazardous
materials.
The F-35 sustainability program
also extends across the entire support
system, including logistics, training and
maintenance equipment. Plus, Fetter
visits customer bases — including those
of international customers — to provide
advice on sustainable site configurations.
Sustainability projects, particularly
material replacements, are not always

received enthusiastically. Sometimes,
Fetter says, suppliers and customers are
reluctant to switch from materials with
proven characteristics and — as, already
noted — potentially lower upfront costs.
But as specific needs have arisen,
customers and suppliers have made the
necessary investments to accommodate
sustainable alternatives.
One project that’s still waiting
to take the next step is a disposal solution for composite materials waste. An
outside company has devised a hightemperature destruction process for
turning composites with low-observable
treatments and metal structures into
calcium carbonate powder used in paper
manufacturing.
The remaining hurdle is the lack
of a steady waste stream that would
allow a company to invest in a facility
for turning the composites into calcium
carbonate power on a commodity scale.
As with all sustainability initiatives, however, the solutions arise when
the commitment and focus exists to look
beyond the short-term challenges to the
long-term gains.
“Our customers aren’t just buying
an aircraft, they’re buying an aircraft system,” Fetter says. “That shift in perspective enables everyone to see the lifecycle
benefits of sustainability. It’s good for our
customers, it’s good for the environment,
and it’s good for Lockheed Martin.” ■
For more information about F-35
sustainability initiatives, contact Scott
Fetter at scott.d.fetter@lmco.com.

Targeting Affordability
And Controlling Cost Growth
“The New Reality” is a special fivepart series providing a roadmap to the
changing defense industry landscape.
The series addresses how growing
demands coupled with constrained
resources affect the Corporation and its
employees.
This second installment addresses
how recent Department of Defense
(DoD) proposals reinforce plans to seek
efficiencies.
The series will continue in the
next edition with a closer look at DoD
recommendations to incentivize productivity and innovation in industry.
U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert
Gates outlined on January 6 how the
DoD will realize savings and efficien-

“This represents the business environment for the foreseeable future,” says
Bruce Tanner, the Corporation’s executive vice president and Chief Financial
Officer. “Lockheed Martin can extend
its competitive advantage by improving
operational efficiencies and achieving
program milestones that meet or exceed
expectations for cost, schedule and performance.”
The DoD and Lockheed Martin
each are taking action to address affordability as a pre-requisite during the
business capture and execution phase
of a program. A closer look at Carter’s
recommendations call for setting affordability targets as a key performance
parameter at a given program milestone,
in addition to documenting how key

O N T H E B U S I N E S S E N V I R O N M E N T: “Lockheed

Martin can extend its competitive advantage
by improving operational efficiencies and
achieving program milestones that meet or exceed
expectations for cost, schedule and performance.”
—Bruce Tanner, executive vice president and Chief Financial Officer

cies worth $178 billion over five years
compared to the five-year defense
plan released in 2010. This includes
$78 billion in recommended savings
through troop level changes and cuts
to weapons systems, including delayed
production of the F-35B Short Take-Off
and Vertical Landing variant made by
Aeronautics.
The Secretary’s decisions reinforce a previously stated position by
Pentagon leadership specifically to
reallocate $100 billion by eliminating
redundancy in the war fighting portfolio,
mandating affordability as a requirement, and other means. And the latest
announcements follow the introduction
of 23 efficiency recommendations made
by Ashton Carter, U.S. Undersecretary
of Defense for Acquisition, Technology
and Logistics in September 2010.

design features affect the target cost of
a program.
To this end, within the Corporation,
the engineering community is collaborating with program management and
finance teams to embed affordability
metrics in reporting data.
The Global Supply Chain
Operations organization is introducing
new procurement processes that offer

O N P R O C U R E M E N T: “Two-thirds

of our
cost base resides in the supply base, so they
represent a very important part of our overall
success [with affordability].”
—Dan Pleshko, vice president, Global Supply Chain Operations

better visibility to the supply chain and
cost elements of a given program.
“Two-thirds of our cost base
resides in the supply base, so they represent a very important part of our overall
success [with affordability],” says Dan
Pleshko, vice president, Global Supply
Chain Operations.
Lockheed Martin contracts and
cost estimating professionals also are
examining how a data-driven estimating
and streamlined cost negotiations could
help address another of Carter’s recommendations to control cost growth.
At the inaugural Intelligence
Community Cost Symposium in
October 2010, Dick Janda, vice
president, Program Assessment &
Evaluation, explained to U.S. government cost estimators that contract
negotiations for military aircraft last 24
months, compared to two months for
commercial aircraft contracts.
Janda also contrasted the length of
time required to settle a military satellite
contract (13 months) and a commercial satellite (five months). Protracted
negotiations are a sign of an inefficient
process and indicative of widely disparate views between the customer and the
contractor on the cost outcome, contract

“[A data-driven process] will
address affordability in a more structured manner,
improve proposal and basis of estimate quality and
ensure that the contractor’s fee is commensurate
with the value provided and the accepted risk.”
ON PROCESS:

—Dick Janda, vice president, Program Assessment & Evaluation

terms and risk-and-rewards analysis.
When this occurs, it suggests that further open and honest fact-finding and
contract discussions should have been
conducted prior to commencing negotiations to assure a mutually beneficial
settlement.
“Both the U.S. Government
and contractors need to shift to a more
data-driven process,” says Janda. “This
will address affordability in a more
structured manner, improve proposal
and basis of estimate quality and ensure
that the contractor’s fee is commensurate with the value provided and the
accepted risk.”
Among the DoD’s other recommendations to control cost growth and
target affordability:
• Make production rates economical
and hold them stable by conducting
affordability analysis at given program milestones and setting a range
of approved production rates
• Set shorter program timelines and
manage to them by withholding
release of Request for Proposals
until requirements and proposed
schedule are consistent.
To the extent that the DoD executes these measures, and how well the
Corporation’s employees understand the
importance of simultaneously meeting
affordability and financial objectives,
will shape the future way government
and contractors do business.
“It’s clear that achieving affordability initiatives—including those born
within the Corporation, will enable
Lockheed Martin to protect its core
business and ensure future growth,” says
CFO Tanner. ■

U.S. Navy Awards Contract To Construct
Up To 10 Littoral Combat Ships
The U.S. Navy awarded a Lockheed Martin-led industry team in December
a contract to construct up to 10 Littoral Combat Ships (LCS). If all options
are exercised, the total value of the ship construction portion of the contract
will reach approximately $3.6 billion. Marinette Marine Corporation, a
Fincantieri company, will construct the ships in Marinette, Wis., and naval
architect Gibbs & Cox will provide engineering and design support. Prior
to this contract, the industry team designed and constructed the nation’s
first LCS, USS Freedom, and its capabilities have been demonstrated
since its commissioning in 2008. The ship successfully completed its first
deployment earlier this year and also participated in the world’s largest
maritime exercise, the Rim of the Pacific Exercise, known as RIMPAC. LCS
3, the Navy’s future USS Fort Worth and Lockheed Martin’s second LCS,
is more than 80 percent complete and was recently christened and launched.
The program remains on schedule and budget for delivery to the Navy in
2012. In constructing LCS 3, the team incorporated lessons learned from
USS Freedom to reduce costs and improve efficiency.
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UNFOLDING SPACE
Jupiter Revealed
Juno will peer beneath the massive planet’s obscuring clouds
Beneath the dense, colorful clouds of
Jupiter lie secrets that could help scientists understand the fundamental processes that formed the solar system.
Next August, NASA will launch
a spacecraft named Juno to travel to
Jupiter for a revealing look beneath the
giant planet’s concealing clouds.
Built by Lockheed Martin Space
Systems in Colorado, Juno is a spinning
solar-powered spacecraft that will carry
eight science instruments to gather data
for 15 months from a distance as close
as 3,000 miles.
Juno is expected to generate a
wealth of detail on the planet’s interior
structure, about which previous missions
could provide only broad indications. The
new details will shed light on how the
solar system’s giant planets formed and
the role they played in pulling together
the other bodies in the solar system.
“Unlike Earth, Jupiter’s giant mass
allowed it to hold onto its original composition, providing us with a way of tracing our solar system’s history,” explains
Scott Bolton, Juno principal investigator
from the Southwest Research Institute in
San Antonio, Texas.
One of the most intriguing questions
Juno will seek to answer is how much
water exists in the Jovian atmosphere.

That knowledge will enable scientists
to deduce the source of the water and
increase understanding of how life-supporting water came to be found on Earth.
In addition, Juno’s instruments
will measure Jupiter’s composition,
temperature, cloud motions and other
properties; map its magnetic and gravity
fields; study the magnetosphere near its
poles, and provide new insights about
how the planet’s enormous magnetic
force field affects its atmosphere.
The spacecraft itself will borrow
much of its technology from previous
planetary missions, but Juno has presented some unique challenges, reports
Tim Gasparrini, Space Systems’ Juno
program manager.
“We’ve leveraged a considerable
amount of technology from the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter in particular,”
he says, “but Jupiter presents a much
harsher operating environment, especially with its high radiation levels.”
The mission design will help
with the radiation problem by keeping
Juno away from Jupiter’s most powerful particle-emitting regions, but special
precautions also are needed, including a
first-ever radiation vault constructed of
titanium to house the spacecraft’s avionics package.

Juno will travel to Jupiter to gather details on the planet’s interior structure in an effort
to show how the solar system’s giant planets formed and the role they played in pulling
together the other bodies in the solar system.

In assembling the spacecraft, the
Space Systems team has had to pay
close attention to maintaining a magnetically clean environment, so as not
to adversely impact the ultra precise

magnetometers that will provide detailed
maps of Jupiter’s magnetic fields.
The team has also had to adopt
special procedures to ensure the spacecraft’s ultraviolet spectrograph isn’t

Inside Information
GRAIL seeks to uncover moon’s deep secrets

Spacecraft built by Lockheed Martin Space Systems will launch next year on missions
to provide information on the solar system—studying the mysteries of the moon and the
massive planet Jupiter. At left, John Henk, is the program manager for the GRAIL moon
mission, and Tim Gasparrini, is program manager for the Juno mission to Jupiter.

“This is a unique mission. We’re combining
aspects and elements of several past missions
into something that’s different than anything
that’s been done before.”
— John Henk, GRAIL program manager, Space Systems
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Despite the many missions that have
studied the moon, scientists still don’t
know the precise structure of what lies
deep beneath the lunar surface, causing
its curious gravitational variations.
Solving the mysteries of the
moon’s interior is the objective of
NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Interior
Laboratory (GRAIL), scheduled to
launch in September 2011 on a ninemonth mission.
Managed by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, GRAIL consists of nearly
identical twin spacecraft, built by
Lockheed Martin Space Systems, that
will peer deep inside the moon to reveal
its internal structure and thermal history.
That’s important information, because it
will help scientists understand how all
terrestrial planets — including Earth,
Venus, Mars, and Mercury — evolved.
The moon’s surface geology preserves the record of nearly the entirety of
4.5 billion years of solar system history,
but the keys to deciphering that obscure
history lie in the deep interior.
Long-standing questions such
as the origin of the moon’s large flat
“seas,” the reason for the asymmetry of
the nearside and farside crust, and the
puzzling magnetization of moon rocks,
all require a greatly improved understanding of the interior.
“We’re going to study the moon’s
interior from crust to core and produce

the most accurate global gravity field for
any (celestial body) to date, including
the Earth,” says Maria T. Zuber, physics
professor at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology and GRAIL’s principal
investigator.
Like the moon itself, the GRAIL
mission is much more complex than it
might appear to a casual observer. The
mission’s two small, relatively inexpensive spacecraft belie a sophisticated
undertaking that requires incredibly
precise measurements, faultless performance, and delicate operational maneuvering.
“This is a unique mission,” says
John Henk, Space Systems’ GRAIL
program manager. “We’re combining
aspects and elements of several past missions into something that’s different than
anything that’s been done before.”
From a science standpoint,
the mission is similar to the Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) currently orbiting the Earth.
In both missions, the spacecraft themselves are the primary science instrument. A microwave ranging system
enables scientists to measure miniscule
changes in the distance between the two
satellites caused by variations in the
gravitational field of the body below.
In GRAIL’s case, the independent
range data from each satellite will be
transmitted to Earth, where it will be

exposed to silicone (commonly found
in lubricants and surface coatings), to
which it is highly sensitive.
Aside from building the spacecraft, Space Systems has another major
role on the Juno mission. The interplanetary probe will launch aboard a
Lockheed Martin Atlas V-551, the most
powerful Atlas configuration to date.
Then, after launch, Juno will
be operated from the Space Systems
Mission Support Area by a team that
will include several members of the
engineering group that designed and
built it.
To pick up speed on its trip to
Jupiter, the 8,000-pound spacecraft will
slingshot past the Earth in October 2013
en route to a planned orbital insertion in
July 2016.
For the next 15 months over
the course of 31 orbits of the massive
planet, Juno will transmit data back to
Earth for analysis. When the mission
ends in October 2017, controllers will
nudge Juno into a collision course with
Jupiter to prevent it from the remote
possibility of striking a Jovian moon in
the future.
As the Space Systems Juno team
takes the spacecraft into its test phase,
Gasparrini says everyone is keenly
aware of the necessity to stay on schedule for meeting the launch window.
“Everything’s moving ahead
and all of us are excited to be on track
toward delivering an outstanding space-

correlated and processed to produce the
desired measurements.
While GRAIL draws from
GRACE for its gravity-measuring technique, the spacecraft are much different.
Most noticeably, the GRAIL spacecraft
are smaller, weighing just 300 pounds
each (compared to over 1,000 pounds
for each GRACE). They’re also built
without redundant avionics systems to
lower cost and complexity.
The design and single-string
configuration are based on the U.S. Air
Force’s Experiment Satellite System
(XSS)-11, also built by Space Systems,
which was launched in 2005 and performed extremely well.
GRAIL’s third heritage component is its avionics suite, which shares
many characteristics with another
Space Systems spacecraft — Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO).
“The software looks more like an
interplanetary mission than an Earth orbiting mission,” Henk says. “So if you take
the MRO avionics, the XSS-11 spacecraft
bus, and the GRACE measuring technique, you come up with GRAIL.”
Combining all of those heritage
elements in the design is complex
enough, but the mission operations plan
doesn’t get any easier. After separation
from the launch vehicle, the two spacecraft will embark on a three-and-a-half
month journey to the moon and enter
orbit about 24 hours apart.
The slow pace during cruise to
the moon is necessary to allow the
spacecraft to carry less fuel and to work
around two eclipses that would damage

Built by Lockheed Martin Space Systems in Colorado, Juno is a spinning solar-powered spacecraft that will carry eight science
instruments to gather data for 15 months from a distance as close as 3,000 miles.

“We’ve leveraged a considerable amount
of technology from the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter in particular, but Jupiter presents a much
harsher operating environment, especially
with its high radiation levels.”
— Tim Gasparrini, Juno program manager, Space Systems

GRAIL consists of nearly identical twin spacecraft, built by Lockheed Martin Space Systems,
that will peer deep inside the moon to reveal its internal structure and thermal history.

“There are many interesting and complex
aspects to this mission that aren’t apparent at first
glance. We like to keep reminding people that
good things come in small packages.”
— John Henk

or even disable the satellites. It also will
allow the spacecraft to emit gases that
might be present within the structure
that could cause tiny accelerations that
could be mistaken for gravity.

“The idea is to arrive in a lowenergy state, rather than get to the moon
and come to a screeching halt,” Henk says.
While that sounds leisurely, it actually will
require almost daily operational maneuvers

craft to Kennedy Space Center in April
2011,” says the program manager, who
counts himself among the most excited
of all.
“To get to build something that’s
going to be launched into space and
explore the solar system — you have to
love a job like that.” ■
For more information about Juno,
visit the mission webpage at www.
nasa.gov/mission_pages/juno.

by the mission team at Space Systems’
Mission Support Area in Colorado.
By the time the GRAIL spacecraft
reach their final orbit about 50 kilometers above the lunar surface, they will
have only about a gallon of fuel remaining. Burning off most of the fuel will
remove a potential weight variable that
could degrade the precision of the mission’s measurements.
Even the temperature of the spacecraft will be carefully maintained to avoid
minute variances that could affect the
distance measurements. Although the
orbiting spacecraft will maintain a distance
between them of 65 to 225 kilometers, the
target accuracy of their measurements will
be the width of a human hair.
All of these complexities have been
on the minds of the Space Systems GRAIL
team in Denver, which is about to enter the
testing phase of the program prior to delivery of the spacecraft to NASA’s Kennedy
Space Center in May 2011.
After the September launch, the
spacecraft are expected to reach the
orbit insertion point on Dec. 31, 2011.
Then, following orbit period reduction,
the actual duration of the science mission will be three months.
“There are many interesting and
complex aspects to this mission that aren’t
apparent at first glance,” Henk says. “We
like to keep reminding people that good
things come in small packages.” ■
For more information about the
Gravity Recovery and Interior
Laboratory, visit the mission website
at moon.mit.edu/index.html.
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At the presentation of the Counterintelligence Award for Extraordinary Achievement are, from left, DSS Deputy Director, Counterintelligence Directorate, Mark Allen; DSS Director,
Counterintelligence Directorate, Bill Stephens; Lockheed Martin Electronic Systems Security Director Mark Lucas; Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Security Director Steve Wheeler; Lockheed
Martin Space Systems Security Director Chuck Kocher; DSS Director Stan Sims; Lockheed Martin IS&GS Security Director Bob McCants; Lockheed Martin Chairman and CEO Bob Stevens;
Lockheed Martin Vice President and Chief Security Officer Bob Trono; Corporate Security Director Mike Wherry; DSS Director, Industrial Operations, Rick Lawhorn; and Lockheed Martin
International Security Director Gary Damone.

Diligent Reporting
Corporation receives award for counterintelligence excellence
For efforts to identify threats that could
have led to foreign theft of U.S. defense
technology, Lockheed Martin was presented a prestigious Counterintelligence
Award for Extraordinary Achievement
by the Department of Defense (DoD)
in December. Chairman and CEO Bob
Stevens accepted the award from the
Defense Security Service (DSS), an
agency of the DoD.
“In today’s environment, where
threats come at us from so many directions, we rely on our partners to tell us

Finances
Continued from p. 1
incorporate tools and programs right
into the ‘Total Value’ of the Lockheed
Martin experience, in easily accessible
places employees visit every day, like
LMPeople, and with online resources
like the Savings Plan Web Tool, a Webbased resource where participants can
monitor and manage their Lockheed
Martin savings plan account.”

Contribute the maximum
to your Lockheed Martin
Savings Plan
Generally, the Corporation provides
most employees with a savings plan to
help them save for retirement. Eligible
participants may contribute up to
$16,500 (for 2011) in before-tax and/
or Roth 401(k) contributions, subject
to plan and IRS limits. Employees may
also be able to contribute on an after-tax
basis. To check or increase your contributions, access the Savings Plan Web
Tool at LMPeople > Pay and Benefits
> Savings Plan. LMPeople can be
accessed at https://lmpeople.lmco.com.

Take advantage of
catch-up contributions,
when applicable
Certain participants who are or will
be 50 years old in 2011 can make
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when those threats are going after their
technology,” said Stan Sims, director,
Defense Security Service, who presented
Stevens with the award. “DSS values
your support to our country and our service in helping protect national secrets.”
“This award is especially meaningful for our company and for our
employees,” Stevens said. “We know that
the vulnerabilitie s are expanding and
recognize that if we aren’t careful with
the information we have, we can’t safeguard our innovation. And, in an instant,

additional before-tax or Roth 401(k)
contributions, known as catch-up
contributions, to their savings plan in
excess of the annual IRS limit, increasing their retirement savings. The catchup contribution limit is $5,500 for
the 2011 year. ING, the record keeper
for the company’s savings plans, will
notify participants if they are eligible
for catch-up contributions.

we could lose that which the nation has
invested in our company for decades.
Annually, DSS receives 9,000
suspicious contact reports from across
the defense industry. Lockheed Martin’s
diligent efforts best demonstrated the
high-quality reports they need.
“Your information put the U.S.
Government in a good position to
address opposition. We pride ourselves
on the work that we do but acknowledge
that it couldn’t be done without our partners,” Sims said.

how changes to investment risk,
amount of contributions, and your
retirement age can affect your future
financial outlook. You will receive a
personalized recommendation to put
into action.
•

Get financial advice from
ING Advisor Service
Last August, Lockheed Martin introduced the ING Advisor Service for
Lockheed Martin savings plan participants in response to many participant
requests for independent, professional
investment advice. The ING Advisor
Service provides personalized, objective investment advice and planning to
help you meet your retirement savings
goals. Best of all, it delivers advisory
services in two ways, to complement
your investment style.
•

Personal Online Advisorr is a webbased service for the “tell me what
to do” type of investor and can
help whenever you want to review
your savings or investment strategy.
This service is available via the LM
Savings Web Tool at LMPeople >
Pay and Benefits > Savings Plan >
ING Advisor Service. The Personal
Online Advisor allows you to see

•

If you are more of a “do it for
me” type of investor, Professional
Account Managerr may be a good
choice. This full-service option connects you to investment professionals
at ING who will provide ongoing
management and monitoring of your
savings plan account. If you enroll in
this service, a fee is deducted from
your account each month.
Signing up is fast and convenient.
You may access the Savings Plan
Web Tool at LMPeople > Pay and
Benefits > Savings Plan > ING
Advisor Service or call 1-800-4444015 and ask to speak with an ING
Investment Advisor representative.

More than 10,000 participants
have already used the ING Advisor
Service. Many Lockheed Martin
Savings Plan participants will receive
a Personal Evaluation statement in
the mail in early March. The Personal
Evaluation will provide an assessment
of your current savings and investment
decisions. In addition, it will provide
an estimate of your account value and

Stevens said Lockheed Martin
is privileged to be partners with DSS
and is honored to be recognized for
its counterintelligence work. He also
expressed his pride in the Security organization, whose business area leadership
joined Stevens for the awards presentation. “I don’t know of any other community in our company who works with
greater professionalism or dedication
to ensure that threats are identified,”
Stevens said. “This recognition is well
See DSS p. 8

income at retirement, as well as savings and investment recommendations.
Those participants who do not wish to
receive a Personal Evaluation could
use the opt-out information that arrived
with their ING savings plan statement
mailed in late January.

Visit the Financial Fitness
website for ideas for every
career stage
Whether you are early in your career,
hitting the midway point, a longtime
employee or nearing retirement, the
Financial Fitness website on LMPeople
(Pay and Benefits > Financial Fitness)
is full of tips, tools and guidance. The
site combines information from internal
Lockheed Martin sources and external
resources to assist you with financial
planning, investing, and debt management. Monthly “Focus On” articles
highlight Lockheed Martin benefits
plans and related programs, along with
coverage of timely financial topics such
as insurance, budgeting, savings and
investments, retirement planning, and
estate planning.

Split direct deposit
According to the Consumer Federation of
America, a large majority of Americans
agree the most effective way to build
personal savings is to do so automatically
by transferring funds regularly from a
paycheck to their savings or investment

ETHICS AND BUSINESS CONDUCT

New Year’s Resolution
Ethics cases highlight 2010’s most frequent allegations
In the spirit of continuous improvement, the Ethics Office is making a New
Year’s resolution – continue reducing
the amount of misconduct occurring
within the Corporation.
“We have seen steady progress
over the years in the reduction of misconduct within Lockheed Martin,” said
Alice Eldridge, vice president, Ethics
and Business Conduct. “I believe that
can be attributed to the dedication and
high standards of our employees, as
well as our ongoing efforts to heighten
awareness of potential misconduct
issues through training.”
One way the level of misconduct
is measured is with an employee survey
(most recently the 2009 LM Employee
Perspectives Survey), where the percentage of employees saying they observed
misconduct has been decreasing since
measuring began in 1997 – going from a
high of 37 percent to just 18 percent of
employees in 2009.
In a typical year, the Ethics Office
fields about 5,000 contacts. Approximately
25 percent of these contacts involve matters that require investigation, with the
remainder involving people asking questions or seeking guidance. “Whether to
ask a question or to have a matter looked
into more deeply, the Ethics organization
is one avenue available for employees to
give voice to their concerns,” Eldridge
said. “We also encourage employees to
speak with their managers and Human
Resources to resolve concerns.”
In 2010, five types of allegations
were most frequently investigated by the
Ethics Office:

•
•
•
•
•

Interpersonal skills, intimidation or
harassment (non-sexual)
Charging practices
Failure of leadership
Hiring or job placement
Computer misuse.

A case often involves more than one
allegation. For example, when computer
misuse is alleged, it often results in a
charging practices issue. Within these five
allegation categories, similar situations
frequently occur across the Corporation,

Case Issues: Interpersonal
Skills, Intimidation or
Harassment; Failure of
Leadership
Background
An employee alleged that a director had
treated him disrespectfully in front of
others and exaggerated his minor errors.
Issues
How did the director treat the employee?
How significant were the employee’s errors?

“We have seen steady progress over the years in the
reduction of misconduct within Lockheed Martin.
I believe that can be attributed to the dedication
and high standards of our employees, as well as our
ongoing efforts to heighten awareness of potential
misconduct issues through training.”

errors but, once corrected, the errors had
not been repeated. The director also had
documented on the employee’s performance review minor, one-time errors as
if they were ongoing problems.
The team members felt the director was not exhibiting Full Spectrum
Leadership because the director frequently interrupted meetings and was
rude in general.
Resolution and Lessons Learned
The director initially denied any responsibility, but then acknowledged that
her own workload and frustration had
caused her to not realize the impact
she was having on others. The director received a written warning and
counseling by management and Human
Resources on more effective ways to
manage workplace stress.

Case Issues: Computer
Misuse; Charging Practices
Background
An anonymous employee alleged that
a co-worker took long lunches, played
computer games during work hours, and
mischarged his time.

— Alice Eldridge, vice president, Ethics and Business Conduct

as illustrated in the cases below. These are
recurring issues that make the list of mostreported allegations almost every year.
To meet the New Year’s
Resolution, the Ethics Office asks
employees to do their part to eliminate
misconduct. Individuals can make a
difference by speaking up and being
accountable for resolving these issues
before they develop into misconduct that
requires an investigation.

Investigation Findings
Team members interviewed supported
the employee’s concerns about the
director’s behavior. The director would
question the employee on simple tasks,
belittling the employee during team
meetings. Also, the director chastised
the employee in front of others about
small errors, instead of counseling the
employee in private. The team members
did note that the employee had made

Issue
Was the employee mischarging labor
and misusing a company computer?
Investigation Findings
Badge records and computer logs showed
that the employee usually took an hour
for lunch each day. The employee regularly played games on the Internet using
his company-owned computer. The
amount of time spent on gaming at work
was approximately an hour a day, with
total mischarging of three hours per day.
Resolution and Lessons Learned
The employee was discharged for labor
mischarging. In addition, the employee’s
mischarged labor was transferred to
an unallowable account. The Inspector
General was notified in accordance
with the Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) requirement.

Case Issues: Interpersonal
Skills, Intimidation or
Harassment (non-sexual);
Hiring or Job Placement
Background
An employee alleged that management
lied to him about the level of his new
position.
The Financial Fitness website provides information to assist with financial planning at all stages of an employee’s career.

accounts held at external financial institutions. Lockheed Martin lets employees
regularly send their direct deposit to more
than one outside account, making it easier to contribute to a savings account. To
split your direct deposit, go to LMPeople
> Pay and Benefits > Money/Payroll
Data > Direct Deposit.
The trend to automate savings is on the rise, notes a study by
The Electronic Payments Association
(NACHA) and PayItGreen. Some 73
percent who use a direct-deposit service tuck money away in savings or
money market accounts. Do people
save more money when they use
split deposit? A separate study from
NACHA revealed that they save up to

To view your personalized statement,
go to LMPeople > Personal Information
> Total Value Statement.
$90 more per month than those who
use another method to save.

Understand your
Total Value statement
Your career at Lockheed Martin is
worth much more than your paycheck.
The Total Value of your career is a
comprehensive package that includes
everything from competitive compensation and benefits to career development,

work/life integration and an environment that welcomes everyone with talent and determination to be the best.
Your personalized Total Value
statement includes an overview of the
financial value of your pay as well as
information about the other elements
of the Lockheed Martin employment
package, such as the value of healthcare coverage, income protection and
retirement plans. ■

Issues
What did the hiring manager tell the
employee? Was the employee treated
fairly?
Investigation Findings
The organization had two open requisitions (a level 4 and a level 3 position),
was going through a large program transition, and was about to have layoffs at the
time the employee applied for a position.
The employee posted and interviewed for
the level 4 position. The hiring manager,
however, believed the employee was the
best candidate for the other position and
recommended the employee for the level 3
position. Although the hiring manager had
tried to explain why the offer was for a
level 3 instead of the original level 4 posiSee Ethics p. 8
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tion, the employee believed he had been
misled. He discussed his concern with
another manager, who did not treat the
employee’s concern with respect.
Resolution and Lessons Learned
The disrespectful manager received an oral
reprimand. In addition, Human Resources
provided the management team with lessons learned on how to avoid similar problems in the future. Human Resources also
reviewed the employee’s current position
and determined that he was properly classified as a level 3.

Case Issues: Interpersonal
Skills, Intimidation or
Harassment; Failure of
Leadership
Background
Employees alleged abusive behavior by
a manager.
Issue
How did the manager behave toward the
employees?
Investigation Findings
The manager confronted several employees
in a hallway in front of their colleagues.
During the confrontation, the manager
accused the employees of mischarg-

ing. The manager’s behavior during the
confrontation was aggressive toward the
employees. The mischarging issue, involving the use of certain charging instructions,
had been addressed with the manager by
the employees’ director the week before.
The employees were not mischarging.
Resolution and Lessons Learned
The manager received a written reprimand and counseling on how to resolve
concerns more appropriately in the
future. The manager and her team were
directed again to the correct charging
instructions.

2011 Business Conduct Compliance
Training Updates
Three substantial changes have been made to Business Conduct Compliance
Training this year.
The most visible change is the new “test-out” option available to
employees who have completed specific courses in the past. Successfully
“passing” the quiz results in a completion credit; unsuccessful quiz takers are
routed to the full course.
Secondly, all newly assigned courses will be due within three months of
their assignment, reduced from six months.
The third change applies to two target audiences. Employees in
Communications are now required to take the Export Control and Insider
Trading courses. Also, all employees in levels 7-9 are now required to take the
Insider Trading course annually.

Case Issues: Computer
Misuse; Charging Practices
Background
A manager alleged that a direct report
was not accurately charging her time
and that the employee was spending an
excessive amount of time on non-work
related Internet sites at work.
Issues
How was the employee charging her
time? Was the employee’s Internet use
excessive?
Investigation Findings
The employee’s normal work involved
contract-specific tasks completed in a classified area. The employee frequently spent
time on another floor, outside the secured
environment. The employee was charging
this non-work time to the government cus-

tomer instead of overhead. Non-work time
included excessive Internet use. According
to records the employee was not making
up the time spent on the Internet.
Resolution and Lessons Learned
The employee was discharged. The
mischarged time was credited to the
customer. In addition to the Inspector
General being notified in accordance
with the FAR requirement, an adverse
report was also filed because the
employee held a Top Secret clearance.

Case Issues: Hiring or Job
Placement
Background
A recently hired employee alleged he
had applied for and accepted one job,
but was given a lower-level position
when hired.

2 position open. The candidate was interviewed for both positions concurrently, but
this was not adequately explained to her
during the interview. The candidate was
left with the impression that there was one
position containing the job duties of both
the level 3 and level 2 positions. The interviewer determined that the candidate’s
background made her more qualified for
the level 2 position. The candidate was
offered and accepted the level 2 position.
Resolution and Lessons Learned
The interviewer was counseled on the
importance of explaining to candidates
the number of positions they are being
considered for as well as the differences
between those positions. In addition,
Human Resources reviewed the employee’s position and determined that she
was performing the duties as outlined on
the requisition for the level 2 position. ■

Issues
Was a lower-level position discussed
with the candidate during the interview
process? What position did she accept?
Investigation Findings
The candidate applied for a level 3 position, but the organization also had a level

Employees who observe misconduct
should report the situation to their
management, Human Resources, or
their local Ethics officer. They can
also call the Corporate HelpLine at
800-LM-ETHICS.

HOME DELIVERY! You can now have the Lockheed Martin Today
newsletter sent directly to your home. To obtain a copy each month,
e-mail your name and address to The Jay Group at today@lmdistribute.
com. In the subject line, put “Request for LM Today home delivery.”
Distribution to your home will begin with the following issue.

Lockheed Martin Corporation, Volume 17, Number 1
On behalf of the Corporation, Lockheed Martin Chairman and CEO Bob Stevens, right,
accepts the Counterintelligence Award for Extraordinary Achievement from Defense
Security Service Director Stan Sims.

DSS
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deserved by those represented in this
room.
Stevens thanked Sims and his DSS
colleagues and pledged to continue to
work closely with them. “Know that
you have Lockheed Martin’s full dedication for this purpose,” he said. “We
value your work as an industry and as
American citizens.”
The DSS is responsible for providing security clearances for industrial

facilities, personnel and associated
information systems; collecting, analyzing and providing threat information
to industry and government partners;
managing foreign ownership control and
influence in cleared industry; providing advice and oversight to industry;
delivering security education and training; and, providing information technology services that support the industrial
security mission of DoD and its partner
agencies. ■
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